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PRINT FULL SIZE
DO NOT “SHRINK-TO-FIT”
This handy sizer prints on two
letter size sheets of paper.
Use the stars to line up and tape
together.
Check final document with ruler
to confirm proper scale before
measuring students.
If your printed ruler is not to
scale- your shoes won’t fit when
you get them!

Shoe Sizing Notes:
Chart is for cheerleading shoes only
Some people have round heel
backs, some heels are larger at the
bottom. Some are pretty much
straight up and down. When placing
student’s foot on chart, make sure
that the largest part of the heel (see
image on chart) touches but does
NOT lap over the heel line. Do not
measure from footprint.
Measure both feet! Many people
have slightly different size feet.
Order shoes to fit the largest foot.
If foot measurement falls in between
sizes- move up to the next available
size. Not all styles are available in
all sizes. Check product description
for sizes.
Wide Feet: Move up a half size.
Extra Wide Feet: You may need to
move up a whole size or more.
Our size chart cannot account for all
situations or personal preferences,
but should help keep exchanges to
a minimum.
Cheerleading Shoe Sizer and Notes are
Copyright 2009 CheerDeals.com
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